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The 17 Day Diet
Following up on PIE SQUARED's slab pies, food writer Cathy Barrow finds more ways to use pastry dough deliciously with
crowd-pleasing (and easy to make) galettes and small tarts, as well as empanadas, strudels, and knishes. Barrow digs into a
world of doughs for turnovers, fried pies, poppers, and Texas-by-way-of-Krakow kolaches, all offered in sweet and savory
iterations. WHEN PIES FLY guides the rolling pin novice and the experienced dough wrangler to dozens of shapes and styles
of crusty, flaky, delicious treats. Barrow's well-tested, foolproof crust recipes means pie-making is fun, not scary, and her
step-by-step techniques makes turning out a free-form pie practically foolproof. WHEN PIES FLY includes many types of
pastries (both homemade and store-bought), ready for the lunchbox, the dinner table, road trips, and picnics. These handy
crusty offerings go from freezer to oven, and will win over everyone at the table. No one will be able to resist Sesame
Chicken Hand Pies, Savory Nectarine Marscapone Tarts, Pork Pastor Empanadas, Spiced Apple Strudels, and much more.
The perfect mix of nostalgic favorites and new pastry creations, WHEN PIES FLY is a wonderful dive into the world of pies in
all of their forms.

Tailgater's Guide to SEC Football
Up and down the Arkansas Delta, food tells a story. Whether the time Bill Clinton nearly died on the way to a coon dinner or
the connections made over biscuits and gravy or the more common chicken and dumpling feuds, the area is no stranger to
history. One of America's last frontiers, it was settled in the late nineteenth century by a rough-and-tumble collection of
timber men, sharecroppers and entrepreneurs from all over the world who embraced the traditional foodways and added
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their own twists. Today, the Arkansas Delta is the nation's largest producer of rice and adds other crops like catfish and
sweet potatoes. Join author Cindy Grisham for this delicious look into Delta cuisine.

Paula Deen & Friends
A collection of tempting recipes for grilling and barbecue aficionados from the popular Texas restaurant presents a
collection of recipes for home cooks to re-create a variety of Texas-style specialities, including Wicked Jezebel's Ribs,
Marinated Mustard-Mop Chicken, and Barbecue Skillet Shrimp, along with a host of side dishes, salads, and desserts.

Meathead
This cookbook is dedicated to the truth that southerners are just as skilled and generous with the snack as they are with
their bounteous, overflowing meals. In seventy-seven recipes that range from classic to contemporary, Perre Coleman
Magness embraces the southern approach to snacking, including all the small bites you'll need for any event, whether a
football game, a party, or, if things are looking down, a funeral. Many of the recipes are inspired by southern community
cookbooks, home cooks, and chefs who put new twists on southern flavors. Highlighting local ingredients and traditional
techniques, these snacks—from Fried Dill Pickles with Delta Comeback Sauce to Louisiana's Natchitoches Meat Pies and
Charleston's Benne Wafers—shine a light on the diversity of regionally distinct southern cuisine. The contemporary recipes
work ingeniously with familiar southern ingredients, from Field Pea Hummus and Country Ham Pate to Smoked Catfish
Spread and Sweet Tea Pecans. The recipes are enriched with delightful stories and lore, along with thirty-six lush color
photographs. Getting together with friends and family? You will never arrive empty-handed again.

Martha Stewart's Appetizers
Snacks, Starters, Small Plates, Stylish Bites, and Sips Hors d’oeuvres made modern: Today’s style of entertaining calls for
fuss-free party foods that are easy to make and just as delicious as ever. With more than 200 recipes for tasty pre-dinner
bites, substantial small plates, special-occasion finger foods, and quick snacks to enjoy with drinks, Martha Stewart’s
Appetizers is the new go-to guide for any type of get-together.

Taste of the Town
The definitive guide to the nation's toughest football conference; the Bible of SEC Football, the fascinating history of the
nation's toughest football conference told by one of the best storytellers In the business, Dr. Chris Warner. Tailgater’s Guide
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to SEC Football Volume V – The definitive guide to the history and traditions of the 14 schools of the Southeastern
Conference (2020). Contains profiles of great players and coaches, school histories, recipes, famous alumni, where to shop
and golf, etc. The Bible of SEC Football. $15.95 Paperback, 320 pages. Synopsis: “Dan Jenkins, author and sportswriter,
simply summed up the popularity of the game of football in the South with the following statement: “To Southerners,
football is as essential as air conditioning.” The irreplaceable “Voice of the Volunteers” on radio during the 1950’s, George
Mooney, once stated, “…No matter where I was broadcasting from, I found the fans in the South to be knowledgeable,
fair—and yes, loud and frenzied. They are very proud of their rich football heritage. And they are very proud of their
schools, their teams—and the deep pride that goes with being from the South.” Late legendary college football commenter
Keith Jackson, in describing the SEC Football experience, once aptly stated that” …there are few instances of alleged
entertainment and relaxation that can match a college football game in stirring the deepest flames of partisanship and
outright provincialism. And down South you can color that partisanship passionate!” Southeastern Conference Football is
the paragon of the college athletic experience. During its storied, 87-year existence, the SEC has evolved into the most
impressive league of organized, intercollegiate gridiron competition in the history of the United States. No other Football
Bowl Subdivision (FBS) conference can boast of the many accolades and attendance records that the SEC currently holds.
Furthermore, the Southeastern Conference has produced more All-American football players than any other conference.
This book is dedicated to all the Southern people who live for Saturdays in the fall, for those individuals who plan their
business and personal engagements around their favorite team’s football schedule; for those who always experience a rise
in their body temperature when they enter the stadium; for those who shed a tear during the singing of their alma mater;
and especially, for those who know all the words to their school’s fight song. It is for the people who wake up early on
Sunday morning after a win so they can read each and every one of the sports columns about the game they witnessed the
day before. It is for all those who enjoy good company and good food in the parking lot before the game, as much, and if
not more, than the food and company at a fancy restaurant. These things that we hold dear – all true SEC fans know and
love, and look forward to each autumn. It’s that time of year when the heated summer temperatures begin to fade and
yield to colder days, when the leaves begin to change color, and when the youthful partisan spirit within us all crackles like
the kindling of a well-planned winter fire.

Bobby Deen's Everyday Eats
Beloved food personality and #1 New York Times bestselling author Bobby Deen is back with 120 new, simple,
mouthwatering recipes—all under 350 calories—that can be prepared from start to finish in under 30 minutes. Bobby
Deen’s life has always revolved around food—especially good Southern fare. But he knows that with a busy lifestyle in and
out of the kitchen, finding the time to make delicious, nourishing meals can be tough. Just because your schedule is
overstuffed doesn’t mean your belly has to be. Now, in Bobby Deen’s Everyday Eats, Bobby helps you get a tasty and goodPage 3/15
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for-you dinner on the table in no time flat, with dozens of delectable recipes all under 350 calories and all prepared in less
than 30 minutes. Whether it’s salads and soups that make hearty suppers, lip-smacking dishes for midweek grilling,
meatless main courses for watching your waistline, scrumptious sides for every season, or reduced-calorie sweet treats to
cap off your meals, Bobby Deen’s Everyday Eats includes such satisfying recipes as • Light and Easy Scallops and Grits •
Deviled Egg Salad • Lightened-Up Beer Cheese Soup • Peachy Pulled BBQ Chicken • Mustard-Rubbed Flank Steak • Grilled
Whole-Wheat Flatbreads • Shrimp Coconut Curry • Cajun Ratatouille Bake • Creamy Spinach Polenta • Hot Roasted Green
Beans with Sweet Chili • Zucchini Corn Fritters • Strawberry Angel Food Cake • Lighter Chocolate-Mint Shakes • and so
much more! Bobby also serves up time- and money-saving tips for stocking your fridge and pantry, ideas for watching your
calories when you go out to eat, and a weekly 1500-calorie-a-day menu plan that helps you pull it all together. He even
includes nutritional information for each and every recipe. Bobby Deen’s Everyday Eats is the cookbook you’ll reach for
night after night for meals that are quick, delicious, and best of all . . . good for you. From the Trade Paperback edition.

The Big Book of Casseroles
A special cookbook for NFL fans includes a host of tempting recipes that are perfect for the tailgater's pre-game party, with
150 grilled dishes, sandwiches, sides, desserts, and drinks that range from Bloody Mary Chicken Wings and WhiskeyMarinated Rib-eye Steaks to Carolina Pulled Pork Sandwiches and Peachy Sweet Potato Pie. Original. 50,000 first printing.

Game-Day Fan Fare
Dr Mike Moreno's 17 Day Dietis a revolutionary new weight-loss programme that activates your skinny gene so that you
burn fat day in and day out. The diet is structured around four 17-day cycles: Accelerate- the rapid weight loss portion that
helps flush sugar and fat storage from your system; Activate-the metabolic restart portion with alternating low and high
calorie days to help shed body fat; Achieve - this phase is about learning to control portions and introducing new fitness
routines; Arrive - A combination of the first three cycles to keep good habits up for good. Each cycle changes your calorie
count and the food that you're eating. The variation that Dr. Mike calls 'body confusion' is designed to keep your
metabolism guessing. This is not a diet that relies on a tiny list of approved foods, gruelling exercise routines, or unrealistic
calorie counts that leave you hungry and unfulfilled. Each phase comes with extensive lists of what dieters can and can't
eat while on the phase, but also offers acceptable cheats. He advises readers not to drink while on the diet, but concedes
that if they absolutely have to then they should at least drink red wine. Dr Mike knows that a diet can only work if it's
compatible with the real world, and so he's designed the programme with usability as a top priority.

Mario Tailgates NASCAR Style
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The only thing that compares with America's obsession with sports is our passion for eating. No wonder tailgating is a
national pastime. Whether it's football, baseball, NASCAR, or the kid's soccer gameone thing is certain: have parking lot, will
cook. Hungry spectators need look no further than The Tailgating Cookbook for sizzling recipes guaranteed to please.
Packed with burgers and brats, chili and stew, tasty kabobs, ideal side dishes, desserts, and drinks to go with them, anyone
can turn their simple hot-dog-and-beer party into a gastronomical glutton-fest of tasty delights. With expert tips on
equipment, prep-ahead, timing, food storage, tailgating etiquette (try not to play Ozzy's Crazy Train too loud), and scoring
the perfect spot to hunker down, this part cookbook/part handbook will get the party started, whether it's just two guys
chomping hoagies or a multigenerational group of fans with a setup worthy of a professional kitchen. Two, Four, Six, Eight,
We Love to Tailgate!

The Southern Tailgating Cookbook
A new diet-based approach to beauty from the author of Strong, Slim and 30! Media-savvy author: Drayer makes frequent
appearances on “Today,” “The Early Show on CBS,” “ Good Morning America,” Fox News, and CNN Headline News Drayer is
a spokesperson for Crest, Noxema, L’Oreal and the Dairy Council as an established expert in beauty nutrition Includes her
top 10 “beauty foods” and complete four-week meal plan

The Tailgate Cookbook: 75 Game-Changing Recipes for the Tastiest Tailgate Ever
Everybody loves game day, and some of us love game-day food even more. Here is the complete playbook for all the
snacks, sides, and mains you’ll need to feed the hungry crowd in your home or even at the tailgate. Impress with
homemade Spinach Feta Pocket Pies and Quick Fried Chicken, or go for the tried-and-true classics like the perfect
guacamole, queso fundido, or a French dip. Drinks like spiked lemonade and a spicy bloody Mary keep the party going.

The Tailgating Cookbook
Amazingly delicious recipes from the team behind Hearst's wildly popular Delish.com website

Laurel
With its easy recipes and clear, simple instructions, Mario Tailgates NASCAR Style will be the source for tailgating for
NASCAR fans around the country. It features regional favorites and classic grilling recipes on which Mario has put his
signature spin. Included are ideas for breakfast, appetizers, main courses, desserts and drinks, all incorporating ingredients
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found in almost any supermarket. Written with Mario's usual wit and candor, and punctuated with racing lore, this book will
allow the average NASCAR fan to cook great-tasting food with ease and have the folks tailgating next to you longing for
leftovers.

The Pioneer Woman Cooks
Whether you tailgate in the Muni Lot with hoards of other Browns fans or in the backyard with the neighbors, you'll enjoy
the inspiring party mix of useful tips and fun stories in this book. Reporter Peter Chakerian spent a year hanging with the
city's most dedicated tailgaters to uncover the food, games, clothes, and gear that make Browns tailgating such a wild
pastime. It's filled with their suggestions for where and how to tailgate, as well as their favorite tailgating tales. It's a
celebration for the veteran tailgater--and a great introduction for newbies.

The Hungry Fan's Game Day Cookbook
Bubbling cheese, golden bread crumbs, tender vegetables, and succulent meats - what's not to like about casseroles?
Comfort food just doesn't get any cozier, or more convenient. Now, thanks to Maryana Vollstedt, busy cooks don't have to
call up Mom in order to make delicious one-dish meals for family and friends. The Big Book of Casseroles boasts over 250
recipes (including low-fat and vegetarian dishes), plus handy planning, freezing, and storage tips. For hot-from-the-oven
dinners equally at home in the dining room or on the kitchen table, cooks need look no further than The Big Book of
Casseroles, because serious comfort food never goes out of style.

When Pies Fly
Included in this first-ever tailgating guide approved by the SEC: The inside track on throwing the best tailgate in the South,
with tips for great grilling, make-ahead dishes, packing recipes for traveling, and how to make it special at home! Extra
Points give plenty of options for using the recipes beyond game day for year-round celebrating. Recipes perfect for any kickoff time, including Scrambled Egg Muffin Sliders, Fried Chicken Bites, and Sweet-Hot Baby Back Ribs plus travel-ready
beverages, sides, and desserts. Custom-created recipes for SEC team cupcakes, deviled eggs, spritzers, and menus for
each of the 14 SEC football teams.

Southern Snacks
According to tailgating enthusiast Taylor Mathis, "You'll understand why a game day in the South is unlike any other" when
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you read this cookbook. Mathis traveled across twelve states to document the favorite foods and game-day traditions
embraced by thousands of fans at colleges and universities throughout the football-crazy South. Featuring 110 vibrant
recipes inspired by Mathis's tailgating tours, The Southern Tailgating Cookbook is chock-full of southern football culture,
colorful photographs of irresistible dishes from simple to extravagant, and essential preparation instructions. Recipes cover
a full day of dishes, with meals for every taste. From Chicken-Sweet Potato Kabobs to Zesty Arugula and Kale Salad to DeepFried Cookie Dough, there is something for every fan. Mathis also serves up day-before checklists, advice on packing for a
tailgate, food safety information, and much more. His entertaining rundowns on unique southern football traditions--from
fans' game-day attire and hand signals to the music of the marching bands--are sure to lift both seasoned and novice
tailgaters to greater heights of tailgate pleasure.

Southern Living The Official SEC Tailgating Cookbook
A collection of 150 Southern-style recipes emphasizes large-event cooking and shares ideas for a number of celebrations
from christenings and bar mitzvahs to Super Bowl parties and Thanksgiving dinners.

Top Secret Restaurant Recipes
The daughter of legendary sports agent David Falk, Daina Falk spent her early years around pro athletes. Today, her love of
sports is matched only by her passion for food. As the original Hungry Fan, Daina celebrates game day cooking at its best,
from pulled pork sandwiches at the tailgate to sky-high stadium chili at home. In The Hungry Fan's Game Day Cookbook,
Daina presents more than 100 crowd-pleasing recipes to jazz up your tailgate and score points with any home gamewatching guest. Discover fresh takes on classics like Buffalo wings, sliders, and layered dips, alongside delicious dishes
inspired by local fan traditions. Daina also enlisted a dream team of athletes including LeBron James, Boomer Esiason,
Victoria Azarenka, and Dikembe Mutombo to contribute their signature recipes to the mix. Featuring tips on planning
menus, packing snacks, and finding top stadium eats, plus fun facts, team trivia, and Daina's memories of growing up on
the sidelines, this fan-friendly cookbook is an all-access pass to the ultimate game day experience.

The Beauty Diet: Looking Great has Never Been So Delicious
Autumn is filled to the brim with reasons to get together with family & friends. Scrumptious tried & true recipes to suit every
occasionshared by home cooks from across the country. Both new recipes and old favorites with a twist.

Delish
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Whether or not the game is any good doesn’t matter as long as you have great eats: eating well during the game is nearly
as important as the game itself. Packed with classic game day fare, from munchies and small bites to classic tailgating
stand-bys and stadium standards, this book is your complete guide to game-day-grub. From simple dips to a variety of
wings, fully-loaded nachos and Texas chili to meaty sliders and cheesy quesadillas, this book is packed with exactly what
everyone wants to eat in front of the tv or at the game. The 60 recipes offer lots of easy variations on favorite game day
classics and are accompanied by helpful tips for serving and making things ahead. Selection of recipes: • Snacks and Dips:
Guacamole and Salsa, Cheesy Fundido Dip, Hot Artichoke-Parmesan Dip, Sweet & Spicy Bacon Popcorn, Beer Nuts, Potato
Chips, Onion Strings, Sweet Potato Fries and Garlic-Parmesan Fries • Small Bites: Jalapeño Poppers, Bacon-Wrapped Shrimp,
Meatballs with Romesco Sauce, Fried Calamari, Sausage-Stuffed Mushrooms, Deep Dish Mini Pizzas, Soft Pretzels, Ahi Tuna
Wontons, and Classic Deviled Eggs • Small Plates: Ham and Cheese Stromboli, Tandoori Chicken Kebabs, Spicy Buffalo
Wings, BBQ Baby Back Ribs, Pulled Pork Sliders, Hanger Steak Sliders, Buffalo Burger Sllders, Texas Chili, Taco Salad,
Cheesy Pull-Apart Bread, Chicken and Artichoke Pizza, Sausage and Onion Flatbread, Sloppy Joes, Loaded Nachos, and a
variety of Quesadillas, Twice-Baked Potato Skins, and Panini. • Pitcher Drinks: Margaritas, Mojitos, Bloody Marys, Ramos
Fizz, Beer Cocktails, and Greyhounds

Black & Decker Custom Grills & Smokers
The first book to apply the latest scientific research to America’s favorite form of cooking, by the curator of the highly
successful website Amazingribs.com, with 175 sure-fire recipes

Tailgreat
Create epic feasts for game days at home with this full-color cookbook from former NFL star and celebrity chef Eddie
Jackson that includes 100 fresh and inventive recipes for tailgating at home. There’s nothing like day full of football and
great food. While many fans tailgate on game days—gathering in the stadium parking lot to grill and eat with family and
friends—the real fun of the weekend for former pro-football star and celebrity chef Eddie Jackson is “homegating”: throwing
a party in your own living room or den. With homegating, the party doesn’t have to stop once the game starts. Game-Day
Eats combines Eddie’s two greatest passions—cooking and football—in one hearty cook’s playbook. Eddie gives you more
than 100 recipes centered around eating, drinking, and spending time with friends while enjoying the game at home. The
key to a great homegate is food that can be cooked while spending time with your guests. Because you’re cooking in your
own kitchen, you can go way beyond brats, chili, and cheeseburgers. With Game-Day Eats you can enjoy mouthwatering
Roasted Tomatillo Nachos and Spicy Pesto Wings as well as fun surprises like Citrus Beer Floats and Eddie’s patented
Savory Pizza Bombs. Eddie shows how anyone at any culinary skill level can create festive feasts any day of the week. Each
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inventive and hearty recipe includes steps that can be done ahead of time or prepped very quickly so that you don’t miss a
play—whether your gathering for a traditional Sunday afternoon or for a weeknight game. With influences from his pro
days, his culinary escapades, and his NFL buddies like Ken Hamlin and Quinton Caver, the food in Game-Day Eats is sure to
win over your favorite crowd. Game-Day Eats is illustrated with 150-175 full color photos throughout.

Damn Delicious
On the surface, grilling, barbecuing, and tailgating are about cooking mouthwatering food. But there’s a deeper reason
millions of Americans love to grill: it’s really about entertaining and, might we suggest, showing off. This one stop resource
is filled with clever, impressive projects that you can make yourself to blow your grilling buddies away. You won’t believe
the number of ways you can construct your own custom grill, smoker, or accessories. They can be built with bricks, steel
barrels, old refrigerator cabinets, and much more. They can be put on trailers for your tailgating needs, and you can build
custom surrounds for your grill or smoker to provide much needed work space. BLACK+DECKER Custom Grills & Smokers
tells you how to build all kinds of grills and smokers from easy-to-get, inexpensive objects and materials. From an oldfashioned brick barbecue, to a pit to roast a whole hog, or even a 55-gallon drum to be converted to a Texas barrel smoker,
tons of projects are at your disposal with full color, step-by-step instructions. Guaranteed to satisfy at any cookout or
tailgate party, and definitely primed to blow away your grilling buddies.

Homemade Harvest
There's no better way to celebrate the hometown team than with family, friends and lots of tasty food. Everyone loves
those game-day treatswings, burgers, chili, cakes and pies. Game-Day Fan Fare, another amazing addition to the bestselling Gooseberry Patch series, will get fans loading up their plates and cheering for more. With over 240 tasty recipes and
tons of helpful tips, this cookbook is sure to be a favorite.

200 Appetizers
This cookbook provides 75 must-have recipes to make at the game or take along for tailgating. Recipes include everything
from simple appetizers like beer boiled shrimp, to impressive grilled foods like Memphis-style babyback ribs, to
sophisticated desserts like tiramisu. An introductory chapter provides tips on essential equipment and techniques for
cooking up a great party in the parking lot. Tips throughout offer entertaining tailgate trivia, sources for supplies, and ideas
on how to better enjoy your gametime gathering.
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Mad Hungry: Game Day Food
The debut cookbook by the creator of the wildly popular blog Damn Delicious proves that quick and easy doesn't have to
mean boring.Blogger Chungah Rhee has attracted millions of devoted fans with recipes that are undeniable 'keepers'-each
one so simple, so easy, and so flavor-packed, that you reach for them busy night after busy night. In Damn Delicious, she
shares exclusive new recipes as well as her most beloved dishes, all designed to bring fun and excitement into everyday
cooking. From five-ingredient Mini Deep Dish Pizzas to no-fuss Sheet Pan Steak & Veggies and 20-minute Spaghetti
Carbonara, the recipes will help even the most inexperienced cooks spend less time in the kitchen and more time around
the table.Packed with quickie breakfasts, 30-minute skillet sprints, and speedy takeout copycats, this cookbook is
guaranteed to inspire readers to whip up fast, healthy, homemade meals that are truly 'damn delicious!'

A Savory History of Arkansas Delta Food
#1 bestselling Top Secret Recipes series with more than 4 million books sold! Every year, Americans spend billions of
dollars gobbling up meals at full-service restaurant chains, inspiring Todd Wilbur to change his focus from cracking the
recipes for convenience store foods to cloning the popular dishes served at these sit-down stand-bys. Wilbur's knock-offs,
absolutely indiscernible from the originals, are selected from national and regional chains, many drawn from a list of the top
ten full-service restaurant chains, including Houlihan's, Red Lobster, and Pizza Hut. Also included in this savory cookbook is
a special section devoted to dishes from hot theme restaurants such as Hard Rock Cafe, Planet Hollywood, and Dive!
Recipes include: Applebee's Quesadillas; Denny's Moons Over My Hammy; Bennigan's Cookie Mountain Sundae; The Olive
Garden Toscana Soup; The Cheesecake Factory Bruschetta; T.G.I.Friday's Nine-Layer Dip; Pizza Hut Original Stuffed Crust
Pizza; Chi-Chi's Nachos Grande, and many more! From the Trade Paperback edition.

Jay Ducote’s Louisiana Outdoor Cooking
A NEW YORK TIMES BEST-SELLER Since his documentary, Fat, Sick & Nearly Dead, was released in 2010 and became a
worldwide sensation, Joe Cross has become a tireless advocate for the power of juicing. The Reboot with Joe Juice Diet
brings us of the plan that allowed him to overcome obesity, poor health, and bad habits, and presents success stories from
others whose lives he’s touched. Joe—who managed to lose one hundred pounds and discontinue all his medication by
following his own plan—walks you through his life before juicing, sharing his self-defeating attitude toward food and fitness,
and brings you along on his journey from obesity and disease to fitness, a clean bill of health, and the clarity of physical
wellness. In addition to sharing Joe’s inspirational story, The Reboot with Joe Juice Diet gives readers all the tools they need
to embark on their own journey to health and wellness, including inspiration and encouragement, recipes, and diet plans.
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The Stubb's Bar-B-Q Cookbook
Maybe she’s on a photo shoot in Zanzibar. Maybe she’s making people laugh on TV. But all Chrissy Teigen really wants to
do is talk about dinner. Or breakfast. Lunch gets some love, too. For years, she’s been collecting, cooking, and
Instagramming her favorite recipes, and here they are: from breakfast all day to John’s famous fried chicken with spicy
honey butter to her mom’s Thai classics. Salty, spicy, saucy, and fun as sin (that’s the food, but that’s Chrissy, too), these
dishes are for family, for date night at home, for party time, and for a few life-sucks moments (salads). You’ll learn the
importance of chili peppers, the secret to cheesy-cheeseless eggs, and life tips like how to use bacon as a home fragrance,
the single best way to wake up in the morning, and how not to overthink men or Brussels sprouts. Because for Chrissy
Teigen, cooking, eating, life, and love are one and the same.

The Reboot with Joe Juice Diet
Whether you're spending sunny Autumn days among the changing leaves or looking forward to a cozy evening snuggled up
by a crackling fire, Homemade Harvest has the best recipes of the season. Barbecue chicken sandwiches and fast-fix
tomato-basil soup are perfect for tailgating and little goblins will love boo-tiful pumpkin cake at Halloween. No matter what
size feast you're planning, tried & true favorites like Gran's stuffed turkey rolls, sweet potato casserole and cinnamonglazed apple pie are all sure to please. We've even included recipes like peachy freezer jam for preserving autumn's fresh
bounty. With a cornucopia of decorating and cooking tips tucked in, plus a chapter of crafts for handmade giftsit's the
season of homecoming and homemade goodness!

The Tailgater's Cookbook
From Venison Grillades to Coconut Chili-Chocolate Tarts and much in between, Jay Ducote’s Louisiana Outdoor Cooking
features more than 150 recipes fun and easy enough to make in the backyard. It also tells the remarkable story of how this
Baton Rouge–based chef achieved national culinary celebrity. Fans of the reality cooking show Food Network Star
remember Jay Ducote as the runner-up in season eleven, a strong showing that led to appearances on Chopped, Cutthroat
Kitchen, and many other programs, including an episode of Beat Bobby Flay in which he outdueled the acclaimed chef. As
Ducote and coauthor Cynthia LeJeune Nobles explain, his love of all things culinary started in college, when he cooked
under the oak trees on the LSU campus prior to football games. Over the years, Ducote’s popular tailgate parties
showcased Cajun favorites, such as chicken and andouille gumbo, crawfish hushpuppies and fritters, grilled shrimp, and
jambalaya, as well as a rich array of smoked and grilled meats. He has gone on to create specialty dishes, including
Barbecue Popcorn, Crawfish Étouffée Arancini, Loaded Barbecue Cheese Fries, Pimento Cheese–Stuffed Jalapeños, and his
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award-winning Blackberry Bourbon Bone-In Boston Butt. Now a popular radio host, caterer, and restaurant owner, Ducote
provides readers with a wealth of surefire recipes for dishes and drinks to enjoy at a tailgate, a family get-together, or
whenever the weather feels right for cooking outside. Celebrating the world of barbecue pits and cast-iron cauldrons, Jay
Ducote’s Louisiana Outdoor Cooking conveys a passion for the cultures, foods, and flavors of south Louisiana.

Tasty Fall Cooking
Score big with these tailgate-ready recipes! With plenty of tried-and-true tips from a real-life tailgate expert, planning your
pregame party has never been so easy. These dishes will have your fans cheering for more--from kick-off appetizers to
victory-dance desserts. So grab your foam finger and get ready to be named your next party's MVP.

Game-Day Eats
Eat St. is a lip-smacking celebration of North America’s tastiest, messiest, and most irresistible street food. Join James
Cunningham on the ultimate culinary road trip to find the most daring, delicious, and inventive street food across the
continent. And the best part is that now you can make these delicious, over-the-top, culinary creations at home. Eat. St. is
packed with 125 recipes from the best food vendors on wheels dishing out great curbside eats all over North America from
Tijuana-style tacos served out of an Airstream trailer to pizzas baked in a brick oven on wheels to classic dogs with all the
fixin’s to sirloin burgers slathered in bacon jam. It’s filled with full-colour photographs of your favourite vendors and the
most sumptuous, mouth-watering dishes you won’t be able to resist! Eat. St. is the perfect book for fans of the hottest food
trend and a full-course meal of the tastiest street food around.

The Browns Fan's Tailgating Guide
Appetizers, hors d'oeuvres, canapes, morsels, and small bites. Don't look at appetizers as just pre-dinner teasers any
longer. With a wide variety of tasty and easy recipes including updated classics such as Sweet Potato Skins and Saucy
Meatball Lollipops, you can dip and spread your way through to a complete meal. Donna Kelly is the author of several
bestselling cookbooks including Quesadillas, French Toast, 101 Things To Do With a Tortilla, 101 Things To Do With Chicken,
and 101 Things To Do With a Toaster Oven. She currently lives in Provo, Utah. Sandra Hoopes recently graduated from
culinary school with an added pastry certificate. She enjoys taking cooking classes from great chefs in Phoenix, Santa Fe
and at the Culinary Institute of America in Hyde Park, New York. Sandra is currently the Foods Editor for the Puma Press in
Phoenix.
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Eat Street
Bring home all the flavors and excitement of game day thanks to a lifetime of tailgating wisdom from James Beard Award
winner and Top Chef Masters contestant John Currence. John Currence is one of the most celebrated and beloved chefs in
America, but he’s also a tailgating fanatic. For years he has prepared fans to go into battle before football games on his
home turf in Oxford, Mississippi, supplying them with dishes that go way beyond the expected burgers and hot dogs. In
Tailgreat he makes his case that tailgating food can be so much more than sad store-bought dips and chips, as we
celebrate the spirit of coming together with friends and family to support a common cause: our team. The dishes are flavorpacked hits like Korean BBQ Wings, Grilled Corn Guacamole, Sweet Mustard Pulled Pork, and NOLA Roast Beef Po’Boy Bites.
With these recipes you will surely lead your team, or at least your next meal, to victory.

Fan Fare
An Exquisite Seasonal Tasting Menu from the Heart of South Philly Laurel, the first book from restaurateur and Top Chef
winner Nicholas Elmi, promises to be as engrossing and delicious as its restaurant namesake, a culinary stronghold in South
Philly. Elmi's French background and training informed Laurel from the start, but Laurel is a true American restaurant with a
modern feel. The acclaimed nine-course tasting menu is unmatched in Philadelphia. Elmi does seasonality just right. Fall
brings Apple-Yuzu Consommé, Marinated Trout Roe, and Bitter Greens. Winter serves up Bourbon-Glazed Grilled Lobster,
Crunchy Grains, and Apple Blossom, Spring is evidenced by Black Sea Bass, Peas, and Rhubarb Summer is distilled in
Marigold-Compressed Kohlrabi, Buckwheat, and Cured Egg. The book is also a letter of gratitude to the restaurant's
suppliers, whose work colors every dish they serve. Each chapter is a full nine-course tasting menu with accompanying
cocktail, and almost as delicious on the page as the meal itself.

The NFL Gameday Cookbook
College football culture is captured through the food, small town characters, and college life that makes Saturdays in
autumn something fans look forward to every year. In TASTE OF THE TOWN, Todd Blackledge, host of the enormously
popular ESPN segment "Taste of the Town," focuses on popular college towns by telling you where to eat, what to eat, and
great stories about college football traditions across America. With over 100 recipes from the chefs of the featured
restaurants and the coach (or wife) of the hometown team you will be left hungry and excited to try out the popular football
food for yourselves! Behind-the-scenes photos, shot on location, enhance the energy of the fun and food featured in each
town. This book about football, food, and college culture showcases the coaches, players, chefs, and rabid fans who
regularly join together to talk about their common passion.
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Cravings
My name is Ree. Some folks know me as The Pioneer Woman. After years of living in Los Angeles, I made a pit stop in my
hometown in Oklahoma on the way to a new, exciting life in Chicago. It was during my stay at home that I met Marlboro
Man, a mysterious cowboy with steely blue eyes and a muscular, work-honed body. A strict vegetarian, I fell hard and fast,
and before I knew it we were married and living on his ranch in the middle of nowhere, taking care of animals, and
managing a brood of four young children. I had no idea how I'd wound up there, but I knew it was exactly where I belonged.
The Pioneer Woman Cooks is a homespun collection of photography, rural stories, and scrumptious recipes that have
defined my experience in the country. I share many of the delicious cowboy-tested recipes I've learned to make during my
years as an accidental ranch wife—including Rib-Eye Steak with Whiskey Cream Sauce, Lasagna, Fried Chicken, Patsy's
Blackberry Cobbler, and Cinnamon Rolls—not to mention several "cowgirl-friendly" dishes, such as Sherried Tomato Soup,
Olive Cheese Bread, and CrÈme BrÛlÉe. I show my recipes in full color, step-by-step detail, so it's as easy as pie to follow
along. You'll also find colorful images of rural life: cows, horses, country kids, and plenty of chaps-wearing cowboys. I hope
you get a kick out of this book of mine. I hope it makes you smile. I hope the recipes bring you recognition, accolades, and
marriage proposals. And I hope it encourages even the most harried urban cook to slow down, relish the joys of family,
nature, and great food, and enjoy life.
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